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Abstract

This paper presents a method for automatically deriving a time� and content�
dependent information value function for probabilistic information� This function de�
scribes analytically what real world value an agent can obtain by using a certain piece
of information at a certain time� The general form of this function is formulated and a
speci�c example with two�valued outputs is presented in the factory scheduling domain�
The information value function forms a formal basis for decision�theoretic deliberation
control� because the control decisions can be made in order to maximize a value di�
rectly derived from the agent�s situation in its environment� We show how an expert
agent can use another agent�s communicated information value function to allocate the
right amount of time to an anytime algorithm whose results the other agent will use�
The particular anytime algorithm is generated from an incomplete algorithm by using
prior execution statistics� This method enables a rational use of incomplete algorithms
that are often e�ective� but su�er from not halting on every input� As an example�
we present an anytime algorithm for determining ��satis�ability 	�SAT
� The algorithm
approximates �SAT probabilistically by re�ning a satis�ability probability estimate over
time� To enhance accuracy� both the initial satis�ability estimate and the performance
pro�le of the anytime algorithm are parameterized by problem instance features� The
result of each execution step of the algorithm is used to dynamically predict the results
of future execution steps�

� Introduction

Traditional AI systems work o��line� Their input is a complete problem description	 and
their output 
acquired after some unknown	 long time delay� is a complete answer� As
problem solving systems scale up and longer execution times become common	 many prob�
lem solving tasks become real�time ��	 i�e� considerable changes in the real world take
place during an agent�s deliberation� The value of an agent�s action in the real world may
decrease with time	 thus necessitating a tradeo� between deliberating to �nd a good action
and performing some action early on� As an answer to the real�time requirements on AI	
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some research has focused on reactive systems ��� that provide the needed responsiveness
but are often unable to solve complex problems adequately� One alternative between these
two extremes is to have the agent reason about its own reasoning	 i�e� meta�reason� For
example	 the agent can choose to deliberate longer when the answer is not needed soon	 but
it can provide crude answers quickly if required by its environment� The qualitative tradeo�
between time and quality is intuitive	 but its operationalization is challenging� Some ap�
proaches use ad hoc meta�level control policies	 but it is more grounded to use probability
theory and utility�theory in the choice of base�level actions� We call the latter approach
decision�theoretic control�
Three questions have to be answered to control reasoning� which deliberation tasks

to execute	 in what order	 and how much time should be allocated to each one� This
research can be divided according to two main criteria� interruptibility and number of
reasoning tasks� In design�to�time algorithms 
also called contract algorithms� the meta�
reasoner implicitly sets the run time and expected result quality by setting the reasoning
algorithm parameters before execution� Design�to�time algorithms are not guaranteed to
have any answer available if interrupted before the planned time	 and in the simplest case
they have only one computational task� Garvey and Lesser ��� study the combination of
several computational tasks 
some using the results of others� into a composite design�
to�time algorithm� Anytime algorithms 
also called �exible computations� are examples
of interruptible processing� Their result quality usually increases with time	 and some
answer is available at any time� Newton�s iteration for root �nding is an example of an
anytime algorithm with one computational task� Horvitz ��� addresses the choice of a
single anytime algorithm and the number of steps to run it in a medical diagnosis domain�
Dean and Boddy ��	 �� study the sequential time allocation to multiple independent anytime
algorithms in order to create a composite non�interruptible algorithm that maximizes a total
response quality criterion� Their combination is optimal for a class of anytime algorithms�
Zilberstein ���� analyzes the time allocation among multiple anytime algorithms that form
a composite contract algorithm and presents a method by which this type of contract
algorithm can 
in theory� be interruptible� Russell and Wefald ���� study an agent that has
to repeatedly choose between several deliberation actions and the currently highest ranked
real world action� This can be viewed as a multitask anytime algorithm control problem	
where time is allocated to deliberation actions in chunks	 i�e� deliberation actions and real
world actions are non�interruptible� The method has been used in adversary search and in
single agent search�
Decision�theoretic control architectures need information value estimates� Russell and

Wefald ���� estimate the value of a possible computation as the di�erence of the change
in intrinsic utility and time cost� They compute the change in intrinsic utility as the
change in the utility that the agent gets by not executing the real world action perceived
best before the computation	 but executing the action perceived best after it 
either action
assumed to occur after the computation�� Horvitz ��� computes the comprehensive value
of a computation as the product of a non�time�dependent object�related value and a time�
dependent discount factor� As mentioned in both of these papers	 the separation of the
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information value function into two parts � one for taking time into account and one for
other aspects � is not always possible in practice� In general	 information value is a function
of both the answer quality and time� These two factors can be reasonably separated only
if they are independent� The problem of �nding the exact form for the part that takes
time into account is crucial	 because algorithm choice and optimal time allocation are very
sensitive to it ����
This paper presents a method for automatically deriving a time�dependent	 content�

dependent information value function for probabilistic information� This function describes
analytically what real world value an agent can get by using a certain piece of information
at a certain time� It forms a formal basis for decision�theoretic control	 because the control
decisions can be made in order to maximize a value directly derived from the agents situation
in its environment� Automating the generation of this function also removes the problem
that a human expert that hand�crafts information value functions may be inaccurate or make
errors in this nontrivial task� This paper extends the work of Howard ���	 which describes
a non�time�dependent information value function for non�probabilistic information�
The second main contribution of the paper is the use of this time�dependent information

value function in determining the time allocation to an anytime algorithm� In this paper
we study the termination criteria for algorithms for decision problems	 i�e� problems with
two possible answers� In such cases	 the control architecture has to make a tradeo� between
time and the probability that the answer 
yes or no� is correct� As an example problem	 we
show how to determine the number of steps to run an anytime algorithm for determining ��
satis�ability 
�SAT�� The presented method can be used for any decision problem	 assuming
that performance pro�les for the corresponding anytime algorithm are available�
The anytime algorithmthat we will examine is constructed from an incomplete algorithm

by using prior execution statistics� This method presents a new rational way of using
incomplete algorithms that are often more e�cient than complete ones	 but su�er from not
producing an answer on every input� A decision�theoretic criterion is used to terminate the
incomplete algorithm� In order to increase algorithm accuracy	 the performance pro�le is
parameterized by problem instance features� Furthermore	 the result of each execution step
of the algorithm is used to dynamically predict the results of future execution steps�
Section � formulates a time� and content�dependent information value function for prob�

abilistic information� Section � discusses approximate processing and shows how an incom�
plete decision algorithm can be used as an anytime approximate algorithm� Section �
develops an information value based termination criterion for the algorithm� Section �
presents an example and section � concludes�

� Value of probabilistic information

Howard ��� analyzes the value of totally certain information� Here we present a related
method to analyze the time� and content�dependent value of probabilistic information� This
value is calculated as the di�erence of the real world value that the agent gets when acting
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according to the new information at its received time t and the real world value that the
agent gets when acting instantly without the new information� The value depends on the
information content and when the information is received� The problem can be stated as
follows� Let X be the set of possible outcome vectors �x	 and let F be the set of probability
density functions 
pdf�s� over X � Let I be the set of all possible problem instances� The
information buyer 
company� has a question	 i�e� problem instance i � I 	 and based on an
estimated pdf fest � F of the answer �x � X 	 the company will carry out an action sequence
in the real world� The choice of an action sequence depends on fest and t	 but the value
of the action sequence depends on the true posteriori �x and when the action sequence was
taken� The company has an initial pdf fc � F of the answer�
The information seller 
expert� is to submit a pdf f te � F of the answer� The expert�s

anytime algorithm takes as an input the problem instance i � I 	 and the output at time t
is the pdf f te � F � Communication time to and from the expert is assumed negligible� The
question is	 how much the company is willing to pay for the information f te that it is going
to use as fest to choose an action sequence� The company�s information value function

V theoretical
c 
f te� fc� t� �

X
�x�X

f
�x��U
�x� f te � t�� U
�x� fc� ���� 
��

where f is the true a priori pdf over X � U
�x� fest� t� is the utility that the company gets
when acting at time t 
or later if it pleases� according to a given estimated pdf fest	 when
the true posteriori answer is �x� The function U is constructed based on a domain speci�c
model of the agent and its environment� Section � will present an example of this� In the
formula above	 the true pdf f is not known	 so we approximate it with the best available
estimator f te � Note	 that we use f

t
e 	 not fc�

Vc
f
t
e � fc� t� �

X
�x�X

f te
�x��U
�x� f
t
e� t�� U
�x� fc� ���� 
��

If the company�s strategy is optimal 
i�e� the company chooses an action sequence that
maximizes expected value assuming that f te is the true a priori pdf�	 then Vc
f

t
e� fc� t� will be

positive for all f te � fc� and t� The value Vc of the information f
t
e depends on the information

itself and the time when it is submitted� In classical information value theory ���	 the price
paid to the expert is the expected value of the information	 not the real value that depends
on the information content� Classical information value theory also omits time�dependence�
The information value function presented here enables the expert to make a rational tradeo�
between answer submission time and quality� Let Ve be the expert�s value function� It is
the amount that the company is willing to pay to the expert 
i�e� company�s information
value� minus ccomp
t�	 the cost that the expert incurs from allocating his computational
resources to the task for t time units�

Ve
f
t
e � t� � Vc
f

t
e � fc� t�� ccomp
t�� 
��

Let us make the assumption that for �xed fe and fc	 Vc
fe� fc� t� is a decreasing function
of time t� This assumption is not too strong	 because the company agent can always
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postpone using fe and thus never be worse o� by receiving fe early on� The fact that the
expert�s payment decreases with time motivates him to submit his answer as soon as he
stops computing it�
In the case of non�probabilistic information	 the truthfulness of the expert�s answer can

easily be evaluated� The informationbuyer just veri�es the information by observing the real
world ex post	 and checks that the expert�s answer equals the real world observation� The
problem with probabilistic information is that the expert can act strategically and submit
an answer that gives him higher pro�t than his truthful answer f te would� The information
buyer cannot detect that the expert�s answer was biased	 because the posteriori real world
observation cannot be used to refute the a priori probability distribution submitted by the
expert 
unless f te
�x� � � for the posteriori �x�� Some reward functions 
called proper scoring
rules ����	 that motivate the expert to tell the truth have been developed	 but they require
that the expert is paid after the true posteriori �x has been observed	 and their applicability
in the time�dependent case is unknown� If the buyer�s action sequence a�ects the future
events in a manner that disables posteriori observation of �x	 the expert�s truthfulness can be
evaluated in neither the classical nor the presented method� The expert and the company
may be the same real�world entity that uses the presented method for deliberation control	
not for real information sales� This is one example	 where the problem of strategic acting
does not arise	 because the information buyer and seller are cooperative� Similarly	 if the
same expert is used repeatedly	 his long term truthfulness can perhaps be assessed and trust
can be built�
In the next section we describe an anytime algorithm for decision problems	 and in the

section after that we show how the value function described above can be used to decide
when to terminate the algorithm�

� Approximate processing for decision problems

Lesser et al� ���� identify three ways to reduce solution quality for approximate processing
in interpretation domains� One way is to ignore some solution aspects� Analogously	 one
could ignore some details of a solution to an optimization problem� This is not applicable in
decision problems	 because the answer is simply yes or no 
Y�N�� A second way to reduce
solution quality is to compromise precision� This is analogous to relaxing optimality in
optimization problems� This type of approximation is meaningless for decision problems	
but it has been widely studied for NP�complete optimization problems� Often	 a fast
algorithm exists that guarantees a solution within an error bound from optimum� To solve
a troublesome problem in NP 	 we could reduce it in polynomial time to an NP�complete
problem for which an approximation scheme of this type is known� There is a complication	
though� In general	 reductions do not preserve this type of approximation	 i�e� the fact that
the new reduced problem can be solved approximately within a certain error bound does
not guarantee that the acquired solution is an approximate solution 
within any reasonable
error bound� to the original problem� The search for approximation preserving reductions	
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called L�reductions	 is an active �eld of research in theoretical computer science ����� A third
way of reducing solution quality for approximate processing is to decrease certainty� This
is applicable to decision problems too� For example	 our algorithm outputs the probability
that the answer is Y�
We construct the approximate algorithm from an incomplete algorithm� We assume that

the incomplete algorithm never halts if the real answer is N 
solution does not exist�	 and
that it may or may not halt if the true answer is Y 
solution exists�� The opposite case can
be handled in a similar way� Let us de�ne the following symbols� SOLt � �Solution found
by time t� and NOSOLt � �No solution found by time t�� The approximate algorithm
emerges when we realize that the probability of the answer being Y decreases with the
number of steps that the algorithm is executed 
unless	 of course	 the algorithm halts	 which
guarantees that the answer is Y�� This probability 
p
Y jNOSOLt�� can be computed from
the performance pro�le p
SOLtjY � of the algorithm 
the probability of �nding a solution
by time t	 given that a solution exists�� The performance pro�le can be constructed from
prior runs of the algorithm as will be presented later�
We use �SAT as an example decision problem due to its central role in computer science

and in order to present how an incomplete algorithm can be converted to an anytime
algorithm� �SAT is the decision problem of whether a satisfying truth assignment exists
for variables in a �CNF formula� A �CNF formula is a conjunct of clauses	 where each
clause is a disjunct of three literals� A literal is a negated or non�negated variable� The
formula is satis�able 
corresponding to answer Y in our domain�	 if the variables can be
assigned Boolean values so that the formula evaluates to true� For example	 the formula

v� � v� � v�� � 
v� � v� � v�� � 
v� � v� � v�� is satis�able by the truth assignment v� �
true� v� � true� v� � true� v� � false 
among others�� We will call the number of variables
v and the number of clauses c� In the formula above	 v � � and c � �� The importance
of �SAT lies in the fact that it is structurally simple yet NP�complete	 i�e� any problem
in NP can be reduced to �SAT in polynomial time� A decision algorithm for �SAT can

in theory� be used to solve any problem in NP � The complexity of solving an arbitrary
problem in NP is at most a polynomial factor greater than the complexity of the algorithm
for �SAT�
We generated �CNF formulas using the standard method ���� for constructing hard

�SAT instances� for every clause	 pick three variables randomly disallowing duplicates	 and
then negate each variable separately with probability ���� The presented estimation of
satis�ability probability is based on a statistical analysis of �SAT instances from this dis�
tribution� Therefore	 the approximation algorithm is not necessarily accurate for instances
from a di�erent distribution 
e�g� reduced from a di�erent problem��

� Terminating incomplete decision algorithms

In any decision problem	 �x � f�Y �T � �N �Tg� Therefore	 p
�Y �T � � � � p
�N �T � completely
characterizes a pdf f � F � Without loss of generality	 we switch to a scalar notation	
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and characterize f by p
Y �� Now we are ready to state the criterion for terminating the
anytime algorithm� If the algorithm has found a de�nite answer 
Y�	 the expert is motivated
to submit this answer immediately	 because his payo� decreases with time as mentioned in
section �� Next	 the case where an answer has not been found is analyzed� Let Etcur �V t

e �
be the expert�s expectation at some current time tcur of the value he will have acquired
by some later time t� This value is computed as the weighted sum of the expert�s possible
outcomes� not having a de�nite answer by time t	 and having a de�nite answer 
Y� by some
time step between the current time and t� Note that the expert�s expectation of a �xed
future time changes as the algorithm executes further� The expert should continue running
the anytime algorithm as long as he expects a bene�t from doing so	 i�e� as long as at each
reached current time step tcur 	

�t � tcur s�t� E
tcur �V t

e � � V tcur
e � 
��

where

Etcur �V t
e � � pe
NOSOLtjNOSOLtcur�Ve
pe
Y jNOSOLt�� t� �

tX
��tcur��

pe
SOL
� �NOSOL���jNOSOLtcur�Ve
���� ��

� pe
NOSOLtjNOSOLtcur�Ve
pe
Y jNOSOLt�� t� �
tX

��tcur��

pe
SOL
� jNOSOL����pe
NOSOL���jNOSOLtcur�Ve
���� �� 
��

and V tcur
e � Ve
pe
Y jNOSOLtcur�� tcur�� Next we describe how the quantities needed to

solve these equation can be computed� Let �� and �� be arbitrary times s�t� �� � ��� By
the de�nition of conditional probability	

pe
NOSOL��jNOSOL��� �
pe
NOSOL�� �NOSOL���

pe
NOSOL���
�

pe
NOSOL���

pe
NOSOL���

��

and pe
SOL
��jNOSOL��� � � � pe
NOSOL��jNOSOL���� According to the Bayes rule	

the chance that the answer is Y given that no solution has been found so far 
by time t� is

pe
Y jNOSOLt� �
pe
Y �pe
NOSOLtjY �

pe
Y �pe
NOSOLtjY � � pe
N�pe
NOSOLtjN�
� 
�

where pe
NOSOLtjN� � � and pe
NOSOLtjY � � �� pe
SOLtjY ��
Solving Equation � for di�erent tcur � ��� tmax� and t � �tcur � tmax� gives 
unless the opti�

mal number of steps to run is tmax� some t� that is the smallest tcur s�t� �t � tcur � E
tcur�V t

e � �
V tcur
e � So if the algorithm has not halted by time step t�	 it should be terminated at that
time and the expert should submit the corresponding answer 
pt

�

e 
Y � � pe
Y jNOSOLt���
to the company� On the other hand	 if the algorithm happens to halt at some time tcur � t�	





the expert should submit his answer 
ptcure 
Y � � ���� immediately	 because now his value
function Ve
���� t� is a strictly decreasing function of time�
The presented method of trying all combinations of tcur 
within the possible maximum

number of steps� and t 
within the possible maximum number of steps	 t � tcur� before
executing the anytime algorithm is quadratic in the number of possible steps� Quadratic
performance is accomplished by storing the value of

P
in Equation � while sweeping through

t� Alternatively	 termination can be decided in an on�line manner after each step of the
anytime algorithm by a linear sweep of t in the possible range� Because the maximum
number of possible steps may be very large 
eg� exponential in the number of variables
in �SAT in the worst case�	 both methods may be impractical� Therefore	 it may be
appropriate to just approximate the termination method by considering termination only
at some infrequent tcur 	 thus possibly running the anytime algorithm for longer than it would
have been run if the detailed termination analysis had been done� Another approximation
would be to consider only some infrequent t� For example	 to only consider every k�th t


always starting at tcur � k�	 Equation � can be modi�ed to

Etcur �V t
e � 	 pe
NOSOLtjNOSOLtcur�Ve
pe
Y jNOSOLt�� t� �

tX
��tcur�k� Step k

pe
SOL
� jNOSOL��k�pe
NOSOL��kjNOSOLtcur�Ve
���� ��� 
��

This leads to possibly terminating the anytime algorithm sooner than in the case of detailed
termination analysis	 because this equation gives a lower bound for the true Etcur �V t

e �� The
two approximation methods can also be combined to reduce the time to decide termination�
In the following application example we will use neither approximation	 but the detailed
termination analysis instead�

� Application example

As an example of the use of the information value function	 we show how it can be used
to terminate incomplete algorithms for decision problems	 i�e� problems with two possible
answers� We study the following simpli�ed problem of possibly terminating a manufacturing
project before completion in order to avoid useless costs� A company is o�ered ��	��� if it
produces an item by time ��	���� If the project does not meet its deadline	 the contract
becomes void� nothing is paid	 and the project need not be �nished� The company�s project
manager knows	 that the cost of the project is � per time unit� He also knows that the
project cannot be �nished before time ��	���	 and he estimates that there is a ��� chance
of �nishing the project on time	 i�e� exactly at time ��	���� He calculates the company�s
expected pro�t� ���
��� ��� � ��� ��� 
 �� � ���
� � ��� ��� 
 �� � �� ���� As a utility
maximizing risk neutral agent	 he accepts the contract� Work on the project starts and
the costs begin to cumulate� The last phase of the project is machining	 where the key
question is� can the machining be scheduled to begin at time ��	��� and to �nish by time
��	���� If not	 obviously the sooner 
during the earlier phases� the project is terminated	
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the better� Similarly one can see that if the machining can be successfully scheduled	 it
is worth completing the project� If the project is prematurely terminated	 it cannot be
restarted� Once the machining phase starts	 it cannot be terminated until time ��	����
Let us call the possible answers to this decision problem Y � �Machining can be sched�

uled to begin at ��	��� and �nish at ��	���� and N � �Machining cannot be scheduled to
begin at ��	��� and �nish at ��	����� We assume that the project manager reduces the ma�
chining scheduling decision problem instance to �SAT before submitting it to the expert	 so
analogously Y � �satis�able� and N � �not satis�able�� Before submitting the problem in�
stance to the expert	 the project manager computes the time�dependent content�dependent
information value function for the expert�s probabilistic answer� The company�s own pdf
fc is described by pc
Y � � ���� The company�s alternative utilities U are demonstrated in
Figure �� If the project is terminated prematurely	 the true posteriori satis�ability cannot
be observed	 and pest
Y � cannot be evaluated for correctness�

pest(Y) > 0.5 - t / 60,000, and t ≤ 15,000

Try to finish

Y

Y

Reality

p(Y)

p(Y)

U = 30,000

N
U = -30,000

U = -t

p(N)

Reality

N

p(N)
U = -t

Y

p(Y)
U = 30,000

Reality

N
U = -30,000

p(N)

pest(Y) ≤ 0.5 - t / 60,000, and t ≤ 15,000Estimate

Terminate prematurely

t > 15,000

Machining cannot be terminated 
before time 30,000

Figure �� The tree represents the company�s optimal decisions and utility� when it is given
some estimate pest
Y � �by itself or by an expert�� The true a priori probability is p
Y �� and
the real posteriori event is Y or N�

By using pte
Y � as f
t
e 	 the company�s information value function 
Equation �� can be

written as follows�

Vc
p
t
e
Y �� pc
Y �� t� �

X
�x�fY�Ng

pte
�x��U
�x� p
t
e
Y �� t�� U
�x� pc
Y �� ���

� pte
Y ��U
Y� p
t
e
Y �� t�� U
Y� ���� ����

��� pte
Y ���U
N� pte
Y �� t�� U
N� ���� ����

where the U�values can be calculated from the company agent�s situation in its environment�
For example	 if the true answer is Y and the probability estimate of the true answer being
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Y is ptest
Y �	 the company will get a utility value 
its payment minus its cost� of ��� ����
��� ��� � ��� ��� if the project is not terminated prematurely	 and a utility value 
cost so
far� of �t if the project is terminated prematurely� The project will not be prematurely
terminated if it is already too late to terminate it by de�nition 
t � ��� ���� or the expected
value of continuing is higher than that of terminating 
ptest
Y � 
 ��� ���� ��� ���� t�� So	

U
Y� pte
Y �� t� �

���
��
��� ���� ��� ��� � ��� ��� if pte
Y � �

�������t
������ 	 t � ��� ���

�t if pte
Y � �
�������t
������

	 t � ��� ���

��� ���� ��� ��� � ��� ��� if t � ��� ����

Similarly	

U
Y� ���� �� � ��� ���� ��� ��� � ��� ����

U
N� pte
Y �� t� �

���
��
�� ��� ��� � ���� ��� if pte
Y � �

�������t
������

	 t � ��� ���

�t if pte
Y � �
�������t
������

	 t � ��� ���

�� ��� ��� � ���� ��� if t � ��� ���	

U
N� ���� �� � �� ��� ��� � ���� ����

Now	 substituting the U �s in place	 the company�s information value function submitted to
the expert becomes

Vc
p
t
e
Y �� ���� t� �

�
���� ���pte
Y �� t � ��� ��� if pte
Y � �

�������t
������

	 t � ��� ���

� otherwise�

Let the expert�s cost for allocating computational resources for duration t be ccomp
t� � ���t�
The expert�s value function 
Equation �� becomes

Ve
p
t
e
Y �� t� �

�
���� ���pte
Y �� ���t� ��� ��� if pte
Y � �

�������t
������

	 t � ��� ���

����t otherwise�

Figure � presents contour plots of the company�s and the expert�s value functions� In
general	 these function need not be piece wise linear for the method of this paper to apply�
In the next section we show how this example value function can be used to terminate an
anytime algorithm�

��� Initial solution approximation

Often	 anytime algorithms have a mandatory phase	 during which a rough solution for
the problem is generated� This rough solution is then enhanced in an anytime re�nement
phase� The mandatory phase can be viewed as a non�interruptible setup phase for the
actual re�nement algorithm� For example in the TSP	 the mandatory phase could be a
greedy generation of an initial tour	 and the re�nement phase could be arc swapping�based
local search� In �SAT	 our mandatory phase consists of generating an initial estimate of
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Figure �� Left� Contour plot of the company�s information value function� Right� expert�s
value function�

the satis�ability probability� For this we use three features of the problem instance as
predictors� the number of variables v	 the standard � � c

v
predictor ��	 ���	 and a new  

predictor ����� Fig� �� shows the contours of the initial satis�ability probability� Say	 that in
our scheduling example of section � the �SAT formula has the following features� v � ���	
c � ���	 
so � � ����	 and  � ��	 corresponding to an arbitrary problem instance� Thus
the initial satis�ability probability pe
Y � � ������

�

v � �� v � ��� v � ���
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Figure �� Contours of the initial satis	ability probability p�e
Y ��

Often	 the mandatory phase is fast compared to the re�nement phase	 and in the current
analysis	 its time is ignored� The initial satis�ability probability can be computed in O
c�v�
time� One step of the re�nement algorithm also takes O
c� v� time�

��� Re�nement phase

We constructed the anytime re�nement algorithm from the BREAKOUT ���� satis�ability
determining algorithm� BREAKOUT is incomplete	 i�e� if the formula is not satis�able	
the algorithm never halts	 but if the formula is satis�able	 the algorithm may halt proving
satis�ability or it might not halt� The �rst function needed in using the anytime algorithm

�The way to compute this value �and the contours of �gure �� statistically is presented in ����

��



is the performance pro�le pe
SOL
tjY �� This probability is parameterized by algorithm step

t	 v	 �	 and  � We gathered statistics for ��	 ���	 and ��� variables for � � ���� ���� ���� ����
At each such point	 we generated ��� random formulas	 determined their satis�ability using
a complete algorithm similar to that of Crawford and Auton ���	 and measured the  
parameter� We ran the BREAKOUT algorithm on the satis�able formulas and recorded
its number of steps� If BREAKOUT had not found a solution by ��	��� steps	 we aborted
the run and recorded an unsuccessful result� Ideally one could �t a curve on the data for
pe
SOL

tjY � as a function of t	 v	 �	 and  � This curve could be used for interpolation	
but especially for extrapolation for large v	 for which no complete satis�ability determining
algorithms run in reasonable time� The problem instance from scheduling has the features
v � ���	 � � ���	 and  � ��� We construct the performance pro�le by looking at prior
data with the same v and c� Of these runs we choose the �� that have their  closest to
��� From the recorded number of BREAKOUT algorithm steps needed for each of these
runs	 we construct the performance pro�le pe
SOLtjY �	 Fig� � left�
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Figure �� Left� pe
SOLtjY �� probability of 	nding a satisfying solution �halting� by algo�
rithm step t� Right� satis	ability probability pe
Y jNOSOLt� overlaid on the expert�s value
contours�

Now we state the criterion for terminating the anytime algorithm of our example� Solv�
ing Equation � for di�erent tcur � ��� ������ and t � �tcur � ������ reveals that t

� � ��� is
the smallest tcur s�t� �t � tcur � E

tcur�V t
e � � V tcur

e � So if the algorithm has not halted by time
step ���	 it should be terminated at that time and the expert should submit the corre�
sponding answer 
p�	
�e 
Y � � pe
Y jNOSOL�	
�� � ������ to the company	 see Fig� � right�
At that point the expert�s value is V �	
�

e � Ve
������ ���� � ����� On the other hand	
if the algorithm happens to halt at some time tcur � ���	 the expert should submit his
answer 
ptcure 
Y � � ���� immediately	 because now his value function Ve
���� t� is a strictly
decreasing function of time�
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� Conclusions and future research

We presented a method for automatically deriving a time� and content�dependent infor�
mation value function for probabilistic information� The construction of this function was
described for probabilistic answers in general	 and an example was presented for decision
problems via a scheduling application� The function describes analytically	 what real world
value an agent can obtain by using a certain piece of information at a certain time� It forms
a formal basis for decision�theoretic deliberation control	 because the control decisions can
be made to maximize a quantity directly derived from the agent�s situation in its environ�
ment� We used the information value function to help an expert agent decide how many
steps of an anytime algorithm to run before submitting the output to another agent that is
going to use it as a basis for its future actions�
In this paper	 we presented a termination method for incomplete algorithms for decision

problems in general� We used �SAT as a canonical example� The anytime algorithm re�nes
a ��satis�ability probability estimate over time� The deliberation control mechanism has
to trade time for certainty about the answer 
satis�able or nonsatis�able�� The anytime
algorithm for �SAT was constructed from an incomplete algorithm by using prior execution
statistics� This method presents a new way of using incomplete algorithms that are often
more e�cient than complete ones	 but su�er from not halting on every input� In order
to increase algorithm accuracy	 both the initial satis�ability probability estimate and the
algorithm�s performance pro�le were parameterized by problem instance features� The
result of each execution step of the algorithm was used to dynamically predict the results
of future execution steps�
The method can be extended to algorithm selection in the obvious way� First	 count the

optimum number of steps and the corresponding optimum expected information value for
each alternative algorithm� Then choose the algorithm that provides the highest expected
information value�
The application example of reducing a scheduling problem to �SAT was chosen for

pedagogic reasons only� To use the methods of this paper for scheduling decision problems	
anytime algorithms speci�c to scheduling should be used� The �SAT statistics were for
a speci�c problem instance distribution� hard randomly generated instances� Problem
instances reduced from other problems may have di�erent statistics	 and to use this method
for reduced problem instances	 the statistics should be collected from the corresponding
problem instance distribution�
An interesting open question is the analytical formula for the initial satis�ability prob�

ability based on the mentioned problem instance features and possibly other such features�
This seems to be a di�cult problem� even the formula that only takes the � parameter into
account is an open �eld of research ����� The analytical	 algorithm speci�c formula for the
probability of �nding a solution given that the formula is satis�able is also unknown� This
function is also parameterized by problem instance features� If these two formulas could
be extrapolated for larger numbers of variables	 our method would provide a very useful
tool for controlling satis�ability determining by incomplete algorithms for problem sizes	 for

��



which currently known complete algorithms are impractical� The method is useful for other
decision problems also if the corresponding initial probability estimate and the performance
pro�le are known and they can be extrapolated for large problem instances� In other de�
cision problems too	 the initial probability estimate and the performance pro�le should be
parameterized by syntactic problem instance features in order to enhance accuracy� Future
research includes the application of the presented method to controlling anytime algorithms
in other domains and also the extension of the termination method to other problem types
beyond decision problems�
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